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Abstract. The paper identifies the problems of combining traditional and existing alternative 

fuels. It is shown that post-carbon energy determines a multi-criteria approach to the choice of 

hydrogen fuel production technology based on hybrid technologies. The methods of integral-

matrix analysis for the selection of hydrogen production technology according to the criteria 

taking into account the trends in the development of the market, technology and products are 

suggested. The content of the article reveals the results of the analysis of trends in the new 

industrialization of industry in estimates of the development of hydrogen energy. Models and 

methods for assessing the stability of the hydrogen industry are supplemented. 

1.  Introduction  

The relevance of expanding the scale of hydrogen energy is determined by the low energy efficiency of 

using traditional energy resources [1, 2, 3]. The presence of available energy carriers on the basis of 

carbon resources hampers the development of post-carbon energy. The predominance of carbon 

resources in power systems and transport infrastructure is associated with the advantage of well-

established technological processes for their extraction and use. However, there are significant 

shortcomings, the manifestation of which can be observed in the ecosystem of the planet in the form of 

an increase in the technogenic load; violations of the hydrogeological regime, pollution of groundwater 

and soil erosion in the areas of extraction of fossil fuels; pollution of atmospheric air by oxides of 

carbon, nitrogen and sulfur, soot, heavy elements, hydrocarbons; violations of the thermal balance of 

the atmosphere and the growth of the greenhouse effect due to the release of man-made heat and other 

by-products in power plants. Other consequences of these factors are such negative phenomena as 

melting of ice sheets, an increase in the average temperature of the planet, an increase in financial costs 

to reduce the negative impact on the ecosystem [4, 5, 6]. The following methods are applied to the 

evolutionary approach of preventing the growth of emissions from industrial facilities and transport 

systems: modernization of purification systems for gaseous wastes at industrial facilities and transport 

[5, 7, 8]; synthesis of fuel additives that reduce harmful emissions from combustion and fuel 

consumption [9, 10, 11]; creation of alternative fuels with improved technical and economic indicators 

[12, 13, 14]. The strategy of reducing emissions from fossil fuel combustion by optimizing 

consumption systems allows only a small reduction in the content of carbon oxides and sulfur, soot in 
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gaseous waste. As a result, intensive consumption of fossil resources occurs, which are becoming 

increasingly valuable because of the reduction in their reserves. Thus, according to various forecasts, 

the world's reserves of explored oil fields will last for the next 70 years [10].Consequently, the strategy 

of a gradual reduction in the consumption of carbon energy resources cannot be selected as the main 

one for further technological development [1]. It inevitably leads to the formation of substances 

polluting the planet's ecosystem and the depletion of limited fuel resources, and can be considered as a 

temporary for the development of alternative fuels [12, 15, 16]. 

2.  Theoretical part 
To evaluate and choose the direction of development of the product and socio-economic objects, an 
integrated matrix analysis [15, 16] is used. This analysis is based on the definition of the mutual 
relationship between the consumer requirements (CR) and the object characteristics (OC), ensuring 
compliance with these requirements. This takes into account the internal connection between the 
individual characteristics. All assessments are conducted in numerical form by a group of experts, 
consisting of specialists in various fields of activity. The strategic objectives for the selection of 
hydrogen fuel production technology using the integral-matrix and expert analysis are presented in 
Table 1.  

Table 1. Strategic goals of hydrogen energy development. 

 Market (YS) Technology (XS) Product (ZS) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Organiza-

tional 

activities 

Increase in economic efficiency of 

production of hydrogen fuel to the 

level of alternative analogues 

Increasing the efficiency of the 

hydrogen fuel production process 

Development of the 

infrastructure for the 

maintenance of hydrogen 

production plants and 

vehicles with hydrogen fuel 

 

Growth of the share of consumers of 

hydrogen fuel 

Transfer of production of hydrogen 

fuel to renewable raw materials 

and energy resources 

Increasing the productivity of 

installations for the 

production of hydrogen fuel 

from a unit of raw materials 

used 

Formation of a system of state 

support for producers of equipment 

for the production of hydrogen fuel 

and its components to reduce the 

cost of fuel 

Creation of long-term portable 

storage of hydrogen with a 

minimum of diffusion losses 

A long interim period of 

installations for the 

production and use of 

hydrogen fuel 

Creation of a network of suppliers 

and consumers of commodity 

hydrogen on the basis of 

petrochemical and energy sites 

Development of the infrastructure 

for storage and delivery of 

hydrogen fuel to large consumers 

Creation of a system for the 

long-term safe storage of 

hydrogen fuel in a vehicle 

and on the territories of 

generating capacities 

Formation of logistics schemes for 

interaction between hydrogen 

suppliers and consumers 

Modernization of production 

facilities and use of hydrogen fuel 

to improve efficiency and simplify 

the process 

High purity of produced 

hydrogen 

 

To achieve the set goals within the framework of the development of hydrogen energy, it is 

necessary to solve a number of current problems, reflected in the form of organizational arrangements. 

To implement strategic goals, a complex of organizational measures is required (Table 2). 

The priority strategic goals and organizational arrangements selected on the basis of the integrated 

matrix analysis determine the directions of the development of hydrogen energy for energy, 

environmental and economic criteria in the short and long term. Thus, two three-dimensional graphics 

are created: the strategic development of the product within the three axes (market-technology-product) 

and the organizational arrangements for the said development in the same coordinate axes (Figure 1). 
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The relationships between spatial diagrams are realized by means of an integral-matrix analysis tool 

[16]. 

Table 2. Organizational activities for implementation of the hydrogen energy development strategy. 

 Market (YO) Technology (XO) Product (ZO) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Strategic 

objectives 

Use of hydrogen as an additive to 

fossil fuels to increase its demand 

Examination of existing 

nonmaterial for use in hydrogen 

storage and production systems 

Application in the 

production, storage and use 

of hydrogen systems for 

composite materials alloyed 

with steels; minimizing 

moving parts, improving the 

heat balance 

 

Use of capacities of petrochemical, 

power and oil refineries for 

hydrogen production 

Development and implementation 

of catalysts accelerating the 

process of hydrogen production, 

reducing energy consumption. 

Application of materials, 

additives, increasing the rate 

of reaction of hydrogen 

production, reducing the loss 

of raw materials and by-

products 

Consolidation of efforts of 

automobile concerns to work on 

fuel cells and hydrogen production 

technologies through the formation 

of joint research centres 

Use of reserve capacities of power 

plants for the production of 

hydrogen fuel 

Application of additives to 

hydrogen fuel and sensors to 

prevent the formation of 

combustible explosive gas 

Creation of a program for the 

development of the market of 

commodity hydrogen to attract 

government support and investors 

Replacement of precious metals 

and other expensive components in 

hydrogen fuel production systems 

for cheaper analogues 

Modernization of 

technological processes of 

hydrogen purification and use 

of methods of hydrogen 

production with the greatest 

degree of purity 

Attraction of cheap electricity (NPP, 

HPP) for the production of 

hydrogen fuel 

Modernization of fuel systems of 

vehicles and generating capacities 

for the use of hydrogen as an 

additive to the main fuel 

Formation of service centres 

on the basis of producers of 

hydrogen fuel and power 

plants 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Spatial 

axes of strategic 

objectives and 

organizational 

arrangements for 

the implementation 

of the strategy. 

3.  Scientific novelty and a new economic method 

In each group “market”, “technology”, “product” several strategic objectives are formulated that need 

to be achieved as a result of the implementation of organizational arrangements. The list of these 
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objectives (5 arbitrarily accepted objectives in each group) is quite universal, but their priority over 

time, when moving from organizational arrangements to strategic development, is changing. Thus, a list 

of objectives by groups is drawn up: market (1 ... 5); technology (1 ... 5); product (1 ... 5). The expert 

ball score establishes the priority of long-term goals, as well as their relationship to goals in 

neighbouring groups and among themselves in one group. Analysis of the objectives for each axis 

(group) is carried out with the help of expert assessments and compilation of a vector diagram on their 

basis. The analysis reveals the main priorities that determine the demand of the product in the market. 

At the stage of product positioning in strategic development, an assessment of the level of satisfaction 

of each market requirement (technology, product) is performed with the existing position before the 

project changes Рbi. Next, a list of target values in points for each direction of development of  Рpri, is 

formed, which, from an expert point of view, must have a new product in new market conditions and 

with new technologies. Target values that do not need changes are assumed to be equal to the base:  

Ppri=Pbi.      (1) 

Other target values are taken above the baseline 

Ppri≥Pbi.      (2) 

The evaluation of the weightings of the strategic directions of development takes into account both 

their baseline condition and the necessary degree of improvement in each direction in the project. The 

degree of improvement is calculated by the formula 

Kpi=Ppri/Pbi.     (3) 

Further, the rating of each direction for each axis separately in the total score of all project changes 

Rnmi=Ppri/ΣPpri.     (4) 

Here we set the weight Vтпi of each project goal for the axes: 

Vтпi = Kpi· Rnmi.      (5) 

Next, the sum of the weights of the project objectives is determined ΣVтпi and the proportion of each 

weight of the target is determined Vтпi(ru) in the total amount: 

Vтпi = Vтпi(ru) / ΣVтпi.     (6) 

By weight indicators, priority is determined for the implementation of strategic development goals 

and the highest priority is given to the priority ones to be implemented in each direction. Let Ys be the 

axis of strategic goals of market development. Then Ysi is the i-th goal of this development. Similarly, 

for the technology Xs -> Xsi and for the product Zs -> Zsi. Arbitrarily, as an example, we take i = 1 ... 5 

Each strategic goal, for each axis (market, technology, product) is determined by experts 

collectively. Priority of strategic goals implementation is calculated using a special methodology, the 

main one on the ballroom expert assessments and their increments from the base value of the evaluation 

of each goal to the strategic (project) “ΔPi”. In this case, both the increment of points and their initial 

and final values are taken into account. 

Axes of states in the short run: 

- Yо – axis of organizational development activities of the market. Then Yoi is the i-th goal of this 

development. 

- Xо – axis of technological opportunities for organizational activities. Then Xoi is the i-th indicator 

of technology. 

- Zо – axis indicators of the product obtained as a result of the implementation of organizational 

activities. Then Zоi is the i-th product index. 

Each strategic objective (technological capability or product index) for each axis is nominally 

reflected in organizational arrangements. That is, Yo = Ys; Xo = Xs; Zo = Zs according to the list of 

indicators. However, the priority of indicators for each axis in the strategic period and organizational 

arrangements will be different. This is ensured by coupling coefficients, both between different axes, 

and between different indices within each axis. 

Mutual relations between the organizational and strategic factors of different axes are taken into 

account by the coupling coefficients: 

- Kyixj is the numerical coupling coefficient between the i-th market indicator (Y-axis) and the j-th 

technology indicator (X-axis); 
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- Кxizj – the numerical coupling coefficient between the i-th indicator of technology (X-axis) and the 

j-th product index (Z-axis); 

- Кziyj – the numerical coupling coefficient between the i-th product index (Z-axis) and the j-th 

market indicator (Y-axis). 

Thus, we have the amplitudes, for example, of five interrelated factors of the Yo axis (market): 

Аf1y =[А1y]+Кy1y2·А2y+Кy1y3·А3y+Кy1y4·А4y+Кy1y5·А5y; 

Аf2y =Кy2y1·А1y +[А2y]+Кy2y3·А3y+Кy2y4·А4y+Кy2y5·А5y; 

Аf3y=Кy3y1·А1y + Кy3y2·А2y+[А3y]+Кy3y4·А4y+Кy3y5·А5y; 

Аf4y=Кy4y1·А1y + Кy4y2·А2y+Кy4y3·А3y+[А4y]+Кy4y5·А5y; 

Аf5y=Кy5y1·А1y + Кy5y2·А2y+Кy5y3·А3y+Кy5y4·А4y+[А5y], 

where Аiy – amplitude of the uncorrelated i-th factor of the Y axis; Аfiy – amplitude of the correlated i-

th factor of the Y axis. 

 Similarly, along the Xo axis (technology) 

Аf1x =[А1x]+Кx1x2·А2x+Кx1x3·Аx3+К1x4x·А4x+Кx1x5·А5x; 

Аf2x =Кx2x1·А1x+[А2x]+ Кx2x3·А3x+Кx2x4·А4x+Кx2x5·А5x; 

Аf3x = Кx3x1·А1x+Кx3x2·А2x+[А3x]+Кx3x4·А4x+Кx3x5·А5x; 

Аf4x =Кx4x1·А1x+Кx4x2·А2x+Кx4x3·А3x+[А4x]+Кx4x5·А5x; 

Аf5x =Кx5x1·А1x+Кx5x2·А2x+Кx5x3·А3x+Кx5x4·А4x+[А5x]. 

On the Zo axis (product) 

Аf1z =[А1z] + Кz1z2·А2z+Кz1z3·Аz3+К1z4z·А4z+Кz1z5·А5z; 

Аf2z =Кz2z1·А1z+[А2x]+ Кz2z3·А3z+Кz2z4·А4z+Кz2z5·А5z; 

Аf3z = Кz3z1·А1z+Кz3z2·А2z+[А3z]+Кz3z4·А4z+Кz3z5·А5z; 

Аf4z = Кz4z1·А1z+Кz4z2·А2z+Кz4z3·А3z+[А4z]+Кz4z5·А5z; 

Аf5z = Кz5z1·А1z+Кz5z2·А2z+Кz5z3·А3z+Кz5z4·А4z+[А5z]. 

Thus, the development strategy is determined by the relationship between both the factors inside the 

three-dimensional space and between the axes. 

4.  Application 

Based on the results of the expert analysis, it is evident that the advantage of meeting the strategic goals 

and organizational measures of a highly efficient hydrogen generation electrolysis system using 

alkaline zinc hydroxide solution [3] with the use of energy in the period of the decline in power 

consumption [2]. The use of electrolysis for the production of hydrogen fuel is justified for the 

following reasons:  

 high degree of purity of the hydrogen produced; 

 available raw materials; 

 possibility of using standby capacity of power plants during periods of decline in electricity 

consumption for the production of hydrogen fuel; 

 production of oxygen as a by-product; 

 universality of the use of the energy source (nuclear power plants, hydroelectric power stations, 

etc.); 

 modularity of electrolytic installation. 

As an energy efficient method of reducing the high energy intensity of hydrogen production, the 

approach of using the periods of the decline in the load on the power system can be recommended. The 

low cost of electricity in periods of a decrease in the daily load of the power system reduces the cost of 

electrolysis. It is possible to use catalysts and electrode materials that reduce the power consumption 

and cost of the electrolytic plant: a nickel-based and boron-based catalyst system that replaces platinum 

components and reduces the specific energy consumption for hydrogen production by 20 % [8]. 

5.  Conclusion 

The applied integral-matrix analysis showed that: 

– development of post-carbon energy will help solve global environmental problems; 
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– for the accelerated development of hydrogen energy it is necessary to create a competitive 

innovative fuel infrastructure based on technologies that meet competitive market criteria; 

– for the efficient combined production of electricity and hydrogen fuel, it is recommended to use 

electrolysis as a hybrid technology for loading the free existing power system capacities. 

Thus, the integral-matrix analysis of combining different criteria is proposed and carried out, which 

is distinguished by the use of three-dimensional modeling in the “market-technology-product” axes, 

which allows us to systematize expert estimates for determining the directions of development of 

research objects, both in the current period and at long-term forecast. 
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